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The minister said the ministry will submit final figures
to the Assembly before the next session on March 15,
adding that the ministry looks forward to submitting a
comprehensive scheme that does not harm citizens,
under which citizens who cut consumption will not pay
any additional charges.

Last week, the ministry submitted proposals dividing
residences to four groups with expatriates being target-
ed to pay the most. The categories include private houses
- a term meaning mostly Kuwaitis - investment houses, a
term that refers to buildings, a majority of which are
inhabited by foreigners, and commercial and industrial
users.

Current electricity charges are 2 fils per kilowatt for all
purposes and uses. The ministry team proposed to raise
the charges for investment houses (mostly expatriates) to
be as follows: First 1,000 kilowatts: 5 fils per kilowatt; sec-
ond 1,000 KW: 8 fils per kilowatt; third 1,000 KW: 10 fils
per kilowatt. As for private houses (mostly Kuwaiti citi-

zens), the proposed increases are as follows: First 3,000
KW: 3 fils per kilowatt; second 3,000 KW: 8 fils per kilo-
watt; third 3,000 KW: 10 fils per kilowatt. The ministry
team also proposed to increase the charges for commer-
cial use to 19 fils per kilowatt and leave it at 2 fils per kilo-
watt for industrial use.

Rapporteur of the committee MP Mohammad Al-Jabri
said the differences between the government and MPs
on the issue has not been resolved and more meetings
are needed to select an appropriate mechanism for cut-
ting consumption that does not impact citizens. He said
the government proposed specific figures and MPs
expressed their views when they felt the government fig-
ures could harm low and middle-income citizens.

The government has a plan to raise various electricity
categories by a specific percentage and MPs are trying to
reduce the hike to a level where it does not impact citi-
zens, Jabri said. He said the committee and government
ministers will meet HH the Amir today to discuss the
issue but said he is unaware of the proposals that will be
discussed during the meeting.

No deal yet on new power tariffs
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He was detained in May 2010, a month after Sudan’s
first competitive polls since 1986 for denouncing the
election as fraudulent.

Turabi was the only Sudanese politician to support a
warrant issued for Bashir’s arrest by the International
Criminal Court (ICC) on charges of war crimes, crimes
against humanity and genocide over the regime’s con-
duct of the conflict in Darfur. After breaking ranks with
Bashir he formed his own party, the Popular Congress
Party. Turabi was detained several times over a career
spanning four decades, including in January 2009 two

days after he urged Bashir to surrender to the ICC.
An ideologue with influence beyond Sudan’s bor-

ders, Turabi was one of the driving forces behind the
introduction of Islamic sharia law in Sudan in 1983,
which sparked a devastating 22-year civil war with the
mainly Christian, African south that cost an estimated
two million lives. The Western-educated Turabi held a
master’s degree in law from London and a doctorate
from Sorbonne University in Paris. He spoke English,
French and German fluently as well as Arabic, and his
language skills helped him gain access to foreign news
media through which he issued repeated calls for an
international Islamic revolution. — AFP 

Sudan oppn leader Turabi dies aged 84
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By itself, Zika is typically no more threatening than a
bad cold or a mild case of the flu. Sometimes there are no
symptoms at all. But the rapidly expanding virus - present
in nearly four dozen countries, according to the World
Health Organization (WHO) - was suspected of causing
microcephaly and other severe conditions. Last month,
Brazil - the country hardest hit by the Zika epidemic -
reported 583 confirmed cases of babies with the irre-
versible birth defect since October 2015, four times the
previous annual average.

The spike in cases has led to worries over the Olympic
Games to be held in Rio de Janeiro this summer, and the
American Olympic Committee on Friday announced the
creation of an advisory group on infectious diseases for the
national team. Also on Friday, researchers in Colombia
reported the country’s first cases of Zika-linked birth
defects, according to the Nature science group’s news
service. Scientists not involved in the research welcomed
the findings. “This is exactly the kind of research that we
need to demonstrate a causative link and mechanism

between the Zika virus and microcephaly,” said Alyssa
Stephenson-Famy, an assistant professor of obstetrics and
gynaecology at the University of Washington in Seattle. 

Mark Schleiss, director of the division of infectious dis-
ease and immunology at the University of Minnesota,
described the research as a “big step in the right direction.”
“Most scientists have not had any doubt that the Zika virus
is responsible for the brain injury,” he noted. But he and
other experts said many questions remain. Results from
cells in a lab dish may not applicable to patients, “in vivo” in
scientific terms. “This study is just the beginning, and many
more studies are needed to understand the relationship
between Zika and microcephaly,” commented Amelia
Pinto, a professor of molecular microbiology and
immunology at Saint Louis University.

A study published earlier this week provided similarly
solid evidence that Zika can also cause a rare syndrome,
called Guillain-Barre, which attacks the nervous system.
Zika is spread among humans by the Aedes aegypti mos-
quito, which is found in 130 countries. But recent evidence
suggests that it can also be sexually transmitted by men
carrying the virus. — AFP 

Link seen between Zika and fetal brain...

BENI SUEF, Egypt: The 32-year-old Egyptian govern-
ment engineer disappeared in mid-January when,
according to witnesses, masked police burst into his
office in the southern city of Beni Suef and dragged him
off in handcuffs in front of his co-workers. Mohammed
Hamdan’s family searched for him for 15 days, filing a
formal complaint over his detention and asking at
police stations - only to be told by every official that he
was never arrested.

On Jan. 25, he turned up dead. But police gave a very
different story: The Interior Ministry announced that
security forces killed Hamdan in a gun-battle that day
while raiding a farmhouse where he was hiding. It said
Hamdan, a Muslim Brotherhood member, was behind
previous killings of policemen. His family was sum-
moned to the morgue, where they found his body rid-
dled with bullets. “They arrested him, killed him, sent
the body to the morgue, wrote the report, sealed the
case and gave me a body to bury,” Hamdan’s father,
Qenawi Hamdan, told AP, speaking in his mud-brick
house in the village of Beni Suleiman outside the city of
Beni Suef. “I can’t fight the government,” the 67-year-old

said. Allegations of abuses by police are raising fears
that Egypt’s security agencies are growing out of con-
trol. For two years, they have had a largely free hand in
cracking down against the former ruling Muslim
Brotherhood and against Islamic militants - a threat the
government says is one and the same. Police have also
targeted secular activists critical of the government,
something which prompted little criticism from a public
more concerned with security.

But in recent weeks, incidents of abuse against regu-
lar citizens have sparked public anger that is unusually
vocal, given that media have for two years effusively
praised the police and avoided any criticism and tough
laws have all but eliminated street protests. In recent
weeks, doctors held large protests after two hospital
staffers were beaten by police; when a policeman shot
and killed a driver in a dispute over a fee, protests broke
out by residents from the driver’s Cairo neighborhood;
several staunchly pro-government TV commentators
have said police are going too far.

The Interior Ministry has repeatedly denied that
abuses like torture and forced disappearances are sys-
tematic, saying any instances are isolated acts. After the
shooting of the driver last month, the government
promised reforms that would hold abusive policemen
accountable. Those reforms, however, focused on low-
level policemen in the street, whom officials depicted as
the source of all problems. Rights activists, however, say
abuses are an intentional tool used by all levels in the
security forces.

“Practices of forced disappearances, extrajudicial
killings, and torture are on the rise,” said Sherif Mohy
Eldeen, a researcher in human rights and terrorism with
the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights. He said police
“act with total impunity.” Some officials seem to publicly
encourage tough police action. Two days after
Hamdan’s body surfaced, Justice Minister Ahmed El-
Zind vowed on TV, “My fire will only be quenched when
10,000 Muslim Brothers are killed for every martyr” from
the security forces.

Human Rights Watch said in a January report that
while the militant threat in Egypt “is real,” the “heavy-
handed response” by authorities creates more divisions.
It said the government “has made it clear dissenting
opinions will be crushed”. “Egypt’s government should
learn from the country’s own decades-long experience
that grinding oppression can plant seeds for future
upheaval,” the group’s deputy Middle East director,
Nadim Houry, said in the report.

Police abuses were one of the complaints fueling the
2011 uprising that ousted autocrat Hosni Mubarak. His
elected successor, Islamist Mohamed Morsi,  was
removed by the military in 2013 after massive protests
against Morsi and his Muslim Brotherhood. The head of
the military, Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, then left his post and
was elected president in a landslide. Since Morsi’s
ouster, militants have stepped up their insurgency,
killing hundreds of police and soldiers.  — AP

Detentions, deaths raise 

alarm over Egypt police

A hot air balloon is silhouetted against the evening sky as the sun sets north of Phoenix on March 2, 2016. — AP 

BENI SULEIMAN, Egypt: In this Feb 16, 2016 photo,
Qenawi Hamdan and his wife Um Muhammad, the
parents of slain Islamist Mohammed Hamdan, pose
for a portrait at their home in this village south of
Cairo. — AP


